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INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers periodic solutions of i = - W.. , x E P, whose 
existence can often be established by elementary symmetry arguments. 
These equations are equivalent to a Hamiltonian system with two degrees 
of freedom. We give geometric conditions under which the periodic orbit 
will be unstable and isolated in a very large region in the sense that it is the 
only bounded orbit of a given energy that remains in this region for all time. 
Our methods are independent of eigenvalue considerations and do not involve 
perturbation techniques. As examples we consider a large class of homoge- 
neous potentials, the H&on-Heiles potential [3], and one other potential 
mentioned in [3]. In one example, where symmetry arguments do not yield 
a periodic solution, we extend our techniques to include an existence proof. 
In fact any assumptions of symmetry in this paper are made only to simphfy 
the discussion. 
In all our examples the periodic orbit of energy iz can be thought of as 
being generated from a critical point where two or more Hill’s regions meet 
at a critical energy 12, < h. It is to be noted that, for the homogeneous 
potentials of degree n > 2, this critical point (the origin) is totally degenerate 
in the sense that all four eigenvalues of the linearized equation are zero. For 
the H&on-Heiles potential the critical points considered have eigenvalues 
&l, +i(3)l/a (independent of the parameter k we introduce in the cubic 
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terms), and for the example of Section 6 the eigenvalues are +(2)lp, &(2)1/a 
(again independent of the parameter k). Thus, in these last two examples 
one could use other techniques to give a finer analysis of the flow near the 
critical point for energies close to h, (see, for example, [5]). 
By considering the surface of solutions of energy h as geodesics in the 
Jacobi metric (&)a = 2(/z - PV(X))((&~)~ + (~&a)~), our method of proof 
yields a disconjugacy theorem. The n-saddle potentials, considered in 
Section 4, have Gaussian curvature K in the Jacobi metric that is positive 
everywhere except at the origin. For the H&on-Heiles potential of Section 5, 
we have K > 0 everywhere. The formula giving this Gaussian curvature 
and a discussion of this facet of the problem is given in [6, Section 11. 
In many of the potentials we consider, additional symmetries allow one to 
show a (topologically) transversal intersection of the respective stable and 
unstable manifolds of distinct unstable periodic orbits. As a consequence, 
the set of bounded solutions of a fixed energy displays considerable pathology 
[2, 61. It was the modification of the techniques of [6] to demonstrate this 
pathology in the HCnon-Heiles potential which led to this work. 
1. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Throughout this paper IV will be a C’s real-valued potential defined on 
some open region of the plane. Both lV and the region will have an axis of 
symmetry A which will contain the only critical point P of W in this region. 
The symmetry allows us to restrict our consideration to the “upper” half- 
plane defined by 8. An energy h will be chosen so that the level curve 
E’(X) = h lies above and does not intersect A. Note that by symmetry A is 
a gradient line. Above A the acceleration field -KX will have values 
in the “lower” half-plane. Thus, solutions of jE = -r’, with energy 
h = B ( zz 1% + TV(s) that originate with initial velocity zero on W = h will 
fall from this level curve to A. We construct a closed, simply connected 
region R between W = h and A by first specifying two such solutions that 
intersect A at points Qr and 0, respectively, where Q1 is strictly to the left 
of P and Q2 is to the right of P (Qp = P is allowed). We then obtain R by 
intersecting this region by a vertical strip whose right-hand boundary is a 
line perpendicular to A at P (see Fig. 1). The mirror image of R in d will 
be denoted by R. The acceleration field -IV, will point exterior to R on 
any vertical line segments in the boundary of R above A, and there will be 
a periodic solution Ii’ of f = - rVZ with energy h in R u fz that originates 
at a point p on TV = h and is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry 1;2. 
For points 2 and 9’ on W = h the notation 4 < 4’ will denote that 4 is to 
the left of 4’. In most of the sequel the word “orbit” will mean the x-plane 
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FIGURE 1 
projection of a solution to the differential equations 3 = y, j = -JV, ; 
context will keep the two usages clear. For 4 on W -: h we let x@(t) denote 
the orbit segment of that solution of jE = -IV, with energy h originating 
at 4 to its first exit point of the region R. If this exit point lies on 8, the 
intersection angle of the orbit with A is defined as the angle measured 
counterclockwise from A to the tangent line to the orbit at the point of 
intersection. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that 
(a) the orbit segments x&t) in R for points q on TV = h foliute R; 
(b) for q < p [p < q] any orbit x&t) that i?zteFsects A does so ifz un 
acute [obtzlse] angle. 
Then the periodic orbit 17 is unstable and is the onZy solution of f = -WE 
with energy h that remains in R v R for ull time. 
Proof. The proof is that of [6, Theorem A.61 and is included here for 
completeness. 
If x(t) is a solution of E = -II,‘= with energy Iz contained entirely in R u R, 
then x(-t) is also such a solution. These solutions cannot be tangent to any 
of the vertical boundaries of R u i? since the values of --Wx there would 
force the orbit to exit from this region. For points Q < p < 2’ we define a 
region U(q, 4’) by taking the area in R between x,(t) and xq,(t) together with 
its mirror image in A. Now let U be the intersection of all those sets U(q, 4’) 
that contain r(t) for all time. By condition (a) there are points q1 < p < qe 
such that U = tr(q, , ~a). Thus one of the solutions r(t) or x(-t) must be 
tangent with the same velocity vector to one of the boundary orbits of U. 
By uniqueness and condition (b), this solution must then leave U, a contra- 
diction unless qr = p = ~a and x(t) is the periodic orbit. QED. 
This paper details conditions on W such that condition {a) holds; 
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condition (b) will be a consequence of the proof of (a). The verification of (a) 
will involve the construction of curves that cross the region R on which one 
can compare velocity vectors of orbits dropping from W = h to A. For 
distinct points (I and 4’ on K7 = h the orbits x*(t) and x,(t) will intersect 
any such curve transversely with non-parallel velocity vectors. In all our 
applications there will be a level curve W(X) = h,, which is a straight Iine 
bisecting R and issuing from P (W(P) = ha is the critical energy). Above 
W = h, the level curves of W will serve as suitable comparison curves, and 
between A and FV = h, the corresponding curves will be integral curves of 
a special vectorfield T. It is the properties of T and their application that are 
nontrivial. 
The existence of these comparison curves wiI1 show that the orbits x,(t) 
for 4 near the initia1 point p of If “fan out” (conditioxl (b)) fsom both sides of 
1T in falling to &4 thereby forcing the instability and isolatedness of the 
periodic orbit among those orbits of energy h. That this “fanning” is without 
self-intersection is the content of condition (a) which we show in Lemma 3.1. 
Condition (b) will be given in Corollary 3.2. 
2. THE VECTORFIELD T AND THE CURVATURE OF ORBITS 
IV, and WX, denote the gradient and the Hessian of W, respectively, 
h = det( WzJ, and J = (-f i) is a rotation through an angle --a/2. In the 
region R - (P> we assume h # 0 and define 
T =2 - JFtGz JW, = X(W,,)-l Wz = -D.& JW,), 
where D is the standard connection in the plane. Note that the Signum of h 
can be read from the Gaussian curvature 
R = X/(1 + 1 WE 1s)” of the surface zs = W(X) in 3-space. 
In applications we always have A < 0. 
Proof. The potential W is c”, W, + 0, and X # 0 in R - {PI. Thus 
T f 0 is a Cl vectorfield with smooth integral curves that foliate the region. 
That W, has constant direction on a T-curve follows from &(Wz) = 
Wz,T = hW% . SimilarIy Tfj Era I> = h 1 WE I. Q.E.D. 
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Each hypothesis we no\?: state will be in force for the remainder of this 
section. 
Hypothesis 1. The gradient field W, restricted to A in R - (P] points 
towards P, and above A in R it has values in the upper half-plane defined 
by A. 
Hypothesis 2. div(JIT,/j JFV, 1) > 0 in the interior of R. 
Since 
an assumption equivalent to Hypothesis 2 is that the gradient field Wz 
rotates counterclockwise along gradient curves [in the direction Wz) in this 
region. Notice that a direct computation then yields JWz(\ Wz 1) < 0. 
Hypothesis 3. The level curve W(X) T= A,, where 12, = W(P) is the 
critical energy, is a straight line issuing from P that bisects the region A, For 
energies h > h, the level curves W = h lie above TV = h, and are concave 
up with respect to the axis of symmetry. For h < h, the level curves W = h 
lie below W = h, and are concave down with respect to the axis of symmetry. 
That the curve W = h, issuing from P in R is unique follows from 
Hypothesis 2. 
The curvature of a C2 curve x(t) in the plane is given by 
Q(t)) = - 1 k(t)\-yjt(t), J”+(t)>. 
If 3i: = V, we also have 
When z+ = - Jliv, , this becomes 
f --_ div(IV,/! W, 1) = ) TyV j-3 T(W). 
Thus the restriction on the values of Itj, in R in Hypothesis 1 implies that 
the Signum of T(W) indicates the convexity of the level curves with respect 
to A. By Hypothesis 3 we have T(W) < 0 above W = h, where the level 
curves are concave up, and T(W) > 0 below this line. 
LEmIA 2.2. The lines A and W = h, are T-curves. Each T-curre in 
the subregion of R strictly between these lines is positively asymptotic to P and 
bisects this subregion. Each direction of Wx in tlzis subregion coreesponds to 
exactly oze such curve. 
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Proof. JWz is tangent to JJ’ = /~a and points towards P. Moreover, on 
this line (T, JV$) = T(W) = 0, and (T, JW,) > 0 by Hypothesis 2. Thus 
T and JW, have the same direction on this line. 
WE has constant direction on /J and points towards P by Hypothesis 1. 
Since (T, JV..) = T(W) > 0 on A, this line is a T-curve with T pointing 
towards P. 
The gradient curves intersect W = h, orthogonally and are asymptotic 
to A by Hypothesis 1 and 2. Since (T, JW’) > 0 by Hypothesis 2, every 
T-curve in this subregion must intersect every gradient curve transversally 
and exactly once. The results now follow since both -4 and W = ha are 
T-curves with T pointing towards P. Q.E.D. 
For two nonzero planar vectors VI and Vs , we say V, is to the left of JH 
[to the right of J’s] provided VI/] V, ] can be obtained by a counterclockwise 
[clockwise] rotation of Va// V, 1 through an angle 0 < 0 < rr on the unit 
circle. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any solution off = - Wz with energy h that rises through 
the region R to the level curve W = h > h, we have ( Wz , Jk} > 0 aloug the 
orbit (except on W = h). Thus, such a rising orbit has positive cumature. 
Proof. Since x(t) is of energy h, we have k = 0 on W = h. By Hypothesis 1 
the values of - JJ’, above A force k(t) to have values in the upper half-plane. 
If ( Wz , J3i’) = 0 at some point Q below W = h, then 2 = CXW~ for some 
constant 01 > 0 at Q. This implies 
(+lt)( JV, , J$ = ( Wx,& Jut) + ( W, , JZ) 
= cx2( Wz, JV, , JW& < 0 
at Q by Hypothesis 2. The expression ( JVz , J&) thus becomes negative along 
x(t) above Q and 3i rotates to the right of JVz. Having become negative, 
this expression must remain negative (except possibly for isolated zeros) 
by the argument above. Thus, (?/j, , Jk) is negative somewhere in the 
region where T(W) < 0 since T(W) < 0 on W = h by Hypothesis 3. 
The acceleration field - ?V, is orthogonal to the level curves of W, and by 
Hypothesis 1 has values in the lower half-plane defined by A. For energies 
ho < h’ < h the level curves W = Ii are concave up with respect to A by 
Hypothesis 3. An orbit of energy 11 that is tangent to W = h’ with ho < h’ < h 
cannot cross this level curve and never reaches JV = h. An orbit that rises 
to W = A therefore intersects transversely the level curves W = h’ for 
h,, < h’ < h. Hence, 
(d/dt) J/v@(t)) = (TV= ,3i> = (JW, , JQ > 0. 
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Consider a region where ( Wz , Jk) < 0 and T(W) < 0. In this region f 
is a linear combination of Wx and JWz with positive coeiiicients by the above. 
However, 
(a) (Dw,(Wz), JWx) < 0 by Hypothesis 2; 
(b) <bv,(KJt .Wd = T(W) < 0. 
Thus, (Dn(cyx), JWxj < 0 which implies that along the orbit x(t) the 
vectorfield Wz is rotating counterclockwise. Since (Wx , 12) < 0 implies 
that the curvature of x(t) is negative, we have that 9 is rotating clockwise. 
Therefore ( Wz , Jz?) remains negative and lim( Wz , Jz+/ j k 1) < 0 where 
the limit is taken as x(t) approaches T/v, . However we know that this limit is 
zero since an orbit of energy 12 approaches W -= h orthogonally. Thus 
<W= , Jz?j > 0 along the entire orbit segment in R to W = lz (excluding, 
of course, W = h itself). Q.E.D. 
3. THE AlAIN LEMMA 
Let e, be a constant unit vectorfield which, when restricted to the axis of 
symmetry i2 to the left of P, points towards the critical point. Let ep = -Je, . 
In the subregion of R - {P} between iz and W = 12, we have (W, , e,) = 
el(W) > 0 and e,(W) > 0. Since Wz has constant direction on a T-curve, 
for fixed c the set of all points that satisfy c = (ez(W))/(e,(W)) will be a 
T-curve. From our previous results we know that these are smooth curves. 
Note that since DJW,,) = AW, , where X = det(W.,,), we have T(rj(W)) = 
Xc,(W) fori = 1, 2. 
Hypotheses 1-3 and the two hypotheses of the present section will be in 
force throughout this section. It is these latter two hypotheses that are 
difficult to verify. 
Hypothesis 4. All orbits x(t) of 1 = -W, with energy h > h, which 
originate on W = 12 and enter the subregion of R - {P> between and 
including the lines d and W = h intersect the T-curves in this region 
transversely. 
By Hypothesis 4 we can parametrize an orbit m(t) that rises to W = h by 
the parameter c between A and W = h, . A simple calculation shows that on 
such an orbit segment we have 
dc/ds = <T, Ju)/[e,( W)]“, 
where s is arc length along the orbit, u = dxlds is a unit vector, and 
(T, Ju) > 0 by Hypothesis 4 and Lemma 2.2. 
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For such an orbit we thus have 
ds/dc = [e,(W)]“/( T, Ju) > 0. 
ForxER-{(P)anduESl,let 
wherever defined. 
Hypothesis 5. Consider any T-curve in the subregion of R - {P} between 
A and W = h, , including A and W = ho . For any vector zc obtained as the 
unit tangent vector of an orbit of energy lz rising to W = Jz, as it crosses this 
T-curve, 
CT, M4 > 0 and T(G&)) < 0 
for all x on this T-curve between the point of intersection and P. 
If x is the point of intersection of the rising orbit and the T-curve of 
Hypothesis 5, then, using 1 ff I2 = 2(h - l&(x)), we have G,(x) = (f . ds/dc)(x), 
where f is the curvature of this rising orbit and s is arc length. Thus T(G,) < 0 
is a statement about the change in curvature of orbits of energy 12 which 
cross the T-curve in the direction u. Under Hypothesis 5 one computes that 
where 
FT6 = [3h(h - W) + T(W)](T, Ju> - (h - W)(D,T, Ju). 
Thus T(G,) < 0 is equivalent to F, < 0 since cl&‘= , Jzc) > 0 by Lemma 2.3. 
The following lemma is condition (a) of Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume Hypotheses l-5 hold in the region R. Let m, n be 01z 
W = h in R with m < n. Then the orbit segments am and x,(t) do not 
intersect in R. Further, if both x, and x, intersect A in R, then $,I is to the right 
of 8, at the points of irrtersection. 
Proof. The proof will be in two parts corresponding to the two sub- 
regions of R above and below TV = h, . 
(1) (Above -CV = ho). By the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3, 
an orbit of energy h that rises to W = h intersects the level curves JV = h’ 
transversely for all h, < h’ < h. We can therefore parametrize the orbit 
by energy in this region. If s is arclength and u is the unit tangent vector 
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along the rising orbit, a direct computation gives (&/&)(x(t)) = 
[(Wz , u)@(t))]-l > 0. A ssume r,(t) and xn(t) are rising orbits. Since 
J/J/,(nz) is to the right of W,Jn) by the concavity of IV = lz, kin is to the right 
of k,, close to W = lz. If x,~ and X, intersect on or above TV = h, , or Rave 
parallel velocity vectors as they cross some level curve W = Tz’ with 
h, < h’ < k, then there must be a largest energy 1~’ and times t,, and t, such 
that (a,,(t,))/i $Jt,)/ = u = (*n(tn))// ~?~(t,)j with x,(f,) < sn(tn) on 
11’ = h’. On the level curves of 1%’ above W = h’, CZ+,~ is always to the right 
of 3in. On IV = A’ define the function 
Note that G*(x,,(Q) = (f . ds/dh)(~,~,(t,,)) and similarly at x,(t,). Clearly 
(h - W) = constant and ( FVZ , Ju>, \ ‘IV, , u> are positive by Lemma 2.3 
and the convexity of IV = h’ on the arc between qn(tm) and xn(tn). In the 
JWX direction, 1 IV,, i-l(lVZ , Ju> is decreasing by the convexity of W = h’, 
and similarly j I’, \-l( WZ , U> is increasing. 
Thus 
(f . f) (x~,~(L)) > (f .f) MhJi > 0. 
This implies that R, rotates to the left of *n as the energy parameter increases 
past h’, a contradiction as Zz’ was chosen so that ;tnr was to the right of f, 
on level curves of 1%’ above W = h’. Thus any intersection point of X~ and X, 
must lie below $9 = h, , and 3i,,,, and kn cannot be parallel on any level curve 
W = h’ with h, < h’ < h. 
(2) (Below 14’ = ha). Since W = h, is both a level curve and a T-curve, 
we can make a continuous transition from parametrizing the orbits by 
energy to parametrizing them by c. Let c,, > 0 be the parameter value of 
W = la, ; the line A has parameter value c = 0. At the intersection point 
of X~ and X, , if one exists, 3iVn is to tile left of kn . If &? is parallel to 3, on 
TV = ho, then Hypothesis 5 and the same argument as above, with G* 
replaced by G,, , show that ff,, is to the right of *, on T-curves close to and 
below W = k, . Thus there is a maximal value of c, with 0 < c < cO, 
such that f, and & are parallel on crossing this T-curve. Again Hypothesis 5 
and the same arguments apply to give a contradiction. Thus the presumed 
intersection point does not exist. 
The last statement of the lemma follows by applying the above argument 
to A. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary is condition (b) of Theorem 1.1. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Assume Hypotheses 1-5 hold in the region R. Let the 
periodic orbit I7 (of Section 1) intersect W = h at p, and A at Q. Then: 
(a) The orbits of energy h that intersect W = h in points q < p [q > p] 
and remain in R to intersect A, do so in acute [obtuse] angles to the left [right] 
ofQ; 
(b) 17 is the only orbit x2, that has perpendicular intersection with A. 
Proof. The final statement of Lemma 3.1 implies that the angle of 
crossing is a strictly monotone function of position on A, increasing towards P. 
Q.E.D. 
The lemma and corollary state that Hypotheses l-5, together with the 
hypothesis on FV. on the vertical boundaries of R, imply Theorem 1.1 on the 
instability and isolatedness of the periodic orbit 17. It is an easy consequence 
of the above results and the proof of Theorem 1.1 that orbits of energy h 
starting from points q < p on W = h leave R u R on the left (or go to 
infinity if this region is unbounded on the left). If p < q, such orbits leave 
R u R on the right (see [6, Corollary A.71). In both cases no such orbit can 
ever cross 17 before leaving R v a. 
4. HOMOGENEOUS POTENTIALS 
Throughout this section W will be a C3 positively-homogeneous potential 
of degree n > 2. We take the critical point P to be the origin, and 
W = k > h, = 0. As before h = det(PVx,). Note that if n > 2, then P is a 
degenerate critical point. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(a) T(W) = hn(n - 1)-r lV, 
(b) T = +z - 1)-i x, 
(c) T(X) = 2(n - 2)(7z - 1)-l hS, 
(d) D,T = (2n - 3)(n - 1))” h”x. 
PYOOf. 
(a) Differentiate Euler’s formula (lV.. , x) = nlV by T, and recall 
DT( Ff:r,) = xwz . 
(b) The homogeneity of W implies that the T-curves are rays through 
the origin, hence T = f (x)x. By (a) above, hn(n - 1))’ FV = T(W) = 
(FL’,, , T) = f (x) nW, hence f (x) = X(n - 1)-l. 
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(c) h is positively-homogeneous of degree 2(” - 2). By (b) above and 
Euler’s formula, T(h) = (A,, T) = 2(z - 2)(n - lj-’ X2. 
(d) Since D~(X) = T, (b) above implies 
D,T = [T(h)(n - 1)-l + P(n - I)-“]x 
Using (c), the result follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that the region R satis$es the requirements stated 
in Section 1 (see Fig. 1). Let W, # 0 and h < 0 in R - (01. If Hypothesis 1 
holds and there is no gradient lke of the potential W in the interior of R, then 
Hypotheses 2-5 hold. 
Proof. (Hypothesis 2) 
(D,(W,), JW,) = (Wx , JT) = A(n - lj-’ (Wx , Jx) < 0 
since (W, ~ Jx) > 0 by Hypothesis 1 and the hypothesis that there is no 
gradient line in the interior of R. 
(Hypothesis 3) T(W) = &(n - 1)-l W. By homogeneity, W = h, = 0 
is a straight line with T(W) = 0. On the symmetry axis Hypothesis 1 states 
that P&j: points towards the origin, hence W < 0 and T(W) > 0 there. 
Since WX is orthogonal to W = 0, Hypothesis 2 shows that there is only one 
such level line in R. Moreover, Wz on W = 0 points above this line by 
Hypotheses 1 and 2. Thus W < 0 and T(Wj > 0 below this line, and 
W > 0 with T(W) < 0 above it. The relationship between the Signum of 
T(W) and the convexity of W gives the result. 
(Hypothesis 4) By homogeneity the T-curves are rays through the 
origin. By Hypotheses 1 and 2 the acceleration field -FV:V on any such ray 
points below the ray. Hence no orbit of energy 12 that is tangent to a T-curve 
below or on W = 0 can reach WT = h > 0. 
(Hypothesis 5) Using the results of Lemma 4.1, the factor 
F, = [3h(h - Wj + T(Wj](T, Ju) - (h - W)(D,T, Ju) 
reduces to 
F, = h%(n - 1)” h(x, Ju) < 0, 
since (s, Ju> < 0 is negative for a rising orbit at the point of intersection 
with a T-curve by Hypothesis 4 and maintains the same sign along the 
T-curve by its convexity. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Assume that the region R and the periodic orbit 17 in 
R v R satisfv the requirements stated in Section 1 (see F$. 1). Let Wz =k 0 and 
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X < 0 in R - (0). If Hypothesis 1 holds and there is no gradient line in the 
interior of R, then the conclusiom of Theorem 1.1 hold. 
Proof. Conditions (a) and (b) of Th eorem 1.1 are respectively Lemma 3.1 
and Corollary 3.2 which hold under Hypotheses 1-5. Q.E.D. 
It is to be noted that the flows generated by a homogeneous potential at 
distinct positive energies are conjugate [6, Lemma 1.11. 
EXAMPLES. (A) Let W(x) = (l/n) Re(.z”) for z = xi + ix, and n > 3 
be the n-saddle potential. If fz = 2, the differential equations can be integrated 
to give a hyperbolic periodic orbit perpendicular to the symmetry axis at the 
origin. The case n = 3 is discussed in [6], and the case n = 4 is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The potential is invariant under rotation through an angle 2n7’n 
and has an axis of symmetry ;4 given by the ray 6 = r/n. On A we have 
IP < 0 and FVzn points towards the origin. IV = 0 on the ray 6’ = rrl%n. 
We take h > 0 and define the region R as the set of x = reie with 0 ,< Y < CO, 
0 < 0 < z-/n, and W”(x) < h. Then 
A, = det(W&) = -(n - I)” {x, x)~-’ < 0, 
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and IVzzz = (Rejzjn-l, Im(.%)fi-l) for 0 < 6 < z-/n has values in the upper half 
plane determined by A. Note that the boundary rays 0 = 0 and 4 = n/n 
of Iz are gradient lines. Thus the region R is well defined with r/v,ll # 0, 
A, < 0 and Wypothesis 1 holding in R - (0). 
The gradient line 0 = 0 intersects A in an obtuse angle. The two branches 
of IV = h symmetric about -A have a minimum distance line segment M 
between them that is perpendicular to A. Let M intersect the boundary IV = h 
of R at q. From Hypotheses l-3 it is easy to show that, at points to the 
left of ,%I and on Al - {q> in R, the acceleration field -bIrzTL points to the 
left of M. At q the vector - WX/7 points perpendicular to 2. The orbit .v,(tj 
therefore intersects A in an acute angle. By continuity of this intersection 
angle (with respect to points on IV = h) there is a periodic orbit 17 of energy 
h in R u a that lies to the right of M and is perpendicular to d and IV T= h. 
By our results above and Theorem 1.1, this periodic orbit is unstable and is 
the only bounded orbit staying in R v z for all time. Ry rotational symmetry, 
each of the n legs of the n-saddle has such an unstable periodic orbit. We 
remark that the curvature of 17 as illustrated in Fig. 2 is given by Lemma 2.3. 
(R) For an example of a homogeneous potential where symmetry 
arguments do not provide the existence of a periodic orbit, consider 
TV(x) = &r3 - ~~~~~~~~ with E > 0, f 1. This potential has only the 
x,-axis as an axis of symmetry. The theory we have developed up to this point 
gives the isolatedness and instability of the periodic orbit 17 in the leg that 
opens up along the negative q-axis. To prove the existence, isolatedness and 
FIGURE 3 
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instability of two more periodic orbits which we also denote by II, one in 
each of the other legs, we apply the results of Lemma 3.1. 
In Fig. 3, m, = 3-l/“~-l and the equation of the gradient line is 
x2 = .-I(1 + 2Ea)1/z Xr . It is easily seen that Hypotheses l-5 hold in both R 
and i?. Thus Lemma 3.1 implies that the orbits of energy h originating on the 
two branches of W = h foliate R and i? respectively. If Q is a point on A far 
enough from 0, then both orbits of energy h originating on the respective 
branches of W’ = h and passing through Q will intersect d in acute angles, 
01 and /3 respectively (see Fig. 3). By Lemma 3.1 a! and ,8 are strictly increasing 
functions of Q as Q moves along d towards 0. When Q = 0, 01 and ,R are 
clearly obtuse angles. Thus there must be a point on A where 01 + /3 = r, 
and at this point we can join the two falling orbits to obtain the desired 
periodic orbit. Note that the foliation of both R and i? by orbits of energy h 
originating on the two branches of I/v = lz is essential to this existence proof. 
A trivial modification of the argument in Theorem 1.1 gives the proof of 
isolatedness and instability. It should now be clear to the reader that the 
symmetry of R u fT has never been an essential assumption. 
5. THE H~NON-HEILES POTENTIAL 
For K > 0 let W(X) = + 1 x I? + lz Re(z3) for z = ~i + ix, . When K = Q 
the H&on-Heiles potential in [I, 3,4] can be put into this form by a trivial 
canonical transformation [6]. In [4] it is shown how a large class of 
Hamiltonian systems of three degrees of freedom can be reduced to the 
FIGUEE 4 
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above in the cubic approximation. The potential is invariant under rotation 
through an angle 2~/3, and for energies k > h, = (54k2)-l has level curves 
in the form of a Monkey saddle (Fig. 4). We take the negative x,-axis as the 
axis of symmetry d, and P = (-(3&)-r, 0) as the critical point. The levei 
curves W = 12, are three straight lines, 
x1 = (6k)-1 and 3k‘Vl + 1 i: (3)3i’L kxz = 0. 
We define the infinite region R as the set of points where IV(x) < 12 
that is bounded by A and the vertical line segment L through P given by 
x1 = -(3ik)-1, xs >, 0. If the energy is high enough, the gradient line G 
through the origin and perpendicular to W = h will intersect L. In this case 
we use that portion of G to the left of L as an upper boundary of R. Let G 
and L respectively denote the mirror images in A of G and L. As before Ji 
will denote the minimum distance line segment between the two branches 
of W = p1 symmetric about J!. 111 will intersect W = h in R at q. 
The gradient 
on x1 = -(3k)-I, and thus --tV, points exterior to R when restricted to 
L - (P). From Hypotheses l-3 (to be verified below), it is easy to show that 
- W7, points to the left of M when restricted to points at the left of M and on 
M - (~1 in R. By the same argument as in example (A) of Section 4, there 
is a periodic orbit II in R u a that lies strictly between L v z and M, 
and intersects MI = iz and A perpendicularly* 
Let r’(x) = k Re(z3) and p = det V,, = -336P / x jy. Then X = det IV%, = 
(1 + p) < 0 for 1 x Ia 3 (9&7-l, that is, h < Oin R - (P}. For.yl < -(3k)-r 
the second coordinate of WS is positive when xp > 0. When za = 0 and 
x1 < -(3k)-I the first coordinate of W, is positive. Thus, 1qTx f 0 in R - (P] 
and Hypothesis 1 is satisfied. We need only verify Hypotheses 2-5 to obtain 
Theorem 1.1. 
Hypothesis 2. (DFppa( WJ, JFVJ = -(T, JW ‘J. Direct calculations give 
T = (2 - 18k2 \ x pfx - IV, and (T, J&I’,> = (2 - 1W j s \3)<x, JIraj, 
where (2 - 18R” 1 x 1%) < 0 since j x 1 > (3k)-l in R - {P). Now, 
where k > 0 and xg > 0 above A in R. The gradient lines G and 
G respectively have equations xf = -(3)l/a .x1 and xa; = (3)ifi x1 . Thus, 
(x2 -I- (3jxiz xl) < 0 to the left of G, and (xa - (3)lp x1) > 0 to the left of G. 
This implies (x, JVz> < 0 and (T, JWz:> > 0 giving the result. 
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Hypothesis 3. That W = h, = (54K”)-1 is a straight line has been verified 
above. A direct calculation gives T(W) = 54P / .X /“(ho - IV). Thus, 
T(W) > 0 below W = h, , and T(W) < 0 b a ove this line. The relationship 
between the Signum of T(W) and the convexity of the level curves of W gives 
the result. 
Hypothesis 4. The solutions of k = -T have curvature 
f Y div(--JT/l - JT [) = 1 T [-3(DTT, JT). 
A direct computation gives 
(D,T, JT) = -lOW(x, JV,)(W- h,,), 
where (x, JV%) < 0 by results in Hypothesis 2 above. Below W = h, 
we have (W - h,) < 0 and hence f < 0 in the region strictly between A and 
W = h, in R - {P>. The T-curves in this region are then concave up with 
respect to A and have slope that in magnitude is less than the slope of the 
line W = h, . By the values of the acceleration field -W, in this region, 
no orbit of energy k can be tangent to such a T-curve or W = 12, and reach 
W = h > h, . Such orbits must therefore cross these T-curves transversely. 
We remark that, apart from the lines A and W = h, , the T-curves are 
hyperbolas. 
Hypothesis 5. We put T in the form T = (1 + ~/2)x - V, , and 
calculate 
D,T = 3( 1 + p/2)T + &( T(p) - r-L” - 5~ - 4)x. 
Using T(,u) = 2~(1 + p/2) + 216K”V, and T(W) = -(3p/2)(h - W) + 
RdW + I x I’> we obtain for the function F, following Hypothesis 5 in 
Section 3: 
F, = B(T, Ju) - &C(h - W)(w, Ju}, 
where B = 54K” j x IS(h, - h) and C = 216K”( W - h,). By the arguments 
in Hypothesis 4 above, we have both (T, Ju) > 0 and (x, Ju) < 0 at the 
point of crossing of an orbit of energy h rising to W = k. Furthermore the 
convexity of the T-curves implies that (T, J u remains positive on the given > 
T-curve as we proceed towards P. Since h > ho and since between L! and 
W = h, we have (W - h,) < 0, both B and C are negative. Thus F, < 0 
in this region, including the lines B and W = h, , as required. 
Thus, Theorem 1.1 applies to show that the periodic orbit II is unstable 
and is the only bounded orbit of energy 12 staying in R v i? for all time. 
By the values of the acceleration field - W, between L u E and G U e, 
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this conclusion about Ii’ actually applies to the entire region in the leg to the 
left of and including G u G. By symmetry, the other two legs also have 
unstable and isolated periodic orbits. 
The potentials W(x) = + 1 x 1s + (l/n) Re(z”) for n > 4 are not easily 
or directly amenable to our theory. For 71 = 4 the level curves W = h, = 2 
are hyperbolas, thereby violating Hypothesis 3. For n > 5 additional 
symmetrically placed critical points appear, lying on expanding circles 
centered at the origin. These complicate the picture beyond the scope of our 
present analysis. 
6. il FURTHER ~PLICATKON 
For K > 0 let W(x) = + 1 x Ia - Kx~%,~, a potential invariant under 
rotation through an angle n/2. The critical energy is h, = (4K)-I, and W’ = dz, 
consists of the four lines x1 = +(2K)-rj2, xq = -J(%)-r/a. The picture for 
W - h > 12, is given in Fig. 5. We take the line xa = ---x1 as the axis of 
symmetry A and P = (2/z-rp(- 1, +l) as the critical point, 
As before, M will denote the minimum distance line segment between 
FIGURE 5 
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the two branches of W = ~5 symmetric about 4. M will intersect W = h 
in R at q. We define the finite region R as the set of points where W(X) < /z 
bounded by A, M, and the (vertical) line segment L through P, where L is 
parallel to xi? = or . If the energy is high enough, the qaxis, which is a 
gradient line G, will intersect .L. In this case we use that portion of G to the 
left of L as an upper boundary of R. Let G and L be the mirror images in A 
of G and L, respectively. 
Since 
Far, =( 
,x1 - 2kxlxa,” 
x2 - 2kx,2x, i ’ 
it is easy to check that -WE points exterior to R on L - (PI. From 
Hypotheses 1-3 (to be verified beIow), it is easy to show that, at points to 
the left of M and on M - (q> in R, -JJf% points to the left of M. By the 
same argument as in example (A) of Section 4, there is a periodic orbit fl 
in R u i? that lies strictly between L u L and M, and intersects W = k 
and A perpendicularly. 
~ypotk~~ 1. X = det(W&) = (1 - 2k j x I2 - I~~?x~~x~) < 0 in R since 
/ x j2 > k-l there. On q = ---X1 , EC’,, on A in R points towards P. The 
expression for W8 given above shows that, above ,4 in R, J$‘$ has values in 
the upper half plane determined by A. Thus, W, # 0 in R - (P} and 
Hypothesis 1 is satisfied. 
~y~tke~s 2. (~~~?~~~), JW*> = -(T, JW=}, where 
(T, JWJ = 2kx&,2 - q2)(h + 8k%$,” + 2) > 0 
in the region R above A where n; < 0, xs > 0, [ ~a / > 1 x1 I, and 
x2 > xl + 2(2k)+ in the interior of R. Thus, Hypothesis 2 is satisfied. 
Hypothesis 3. That W = h, = (4k)-1 is a straight line has been verified 
above. A direct computation gives 
Thus T(W) > 0 below $5’ = Ire , and T( J@‘) < 0 above this line. The 
relationship between the Signum of T(W) and the convexity of the level 
curves of W gives the result. 
Hypothesis 4. The solutions of I = - T have curvature 
f = j T Is{Q.T, JT). 
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A direct computation gives 
(D,T, JT) = 64k3(W - (4k)-l)[(W - (4k)-7 + k-l] x&x~~ - xp9). 
Thus, (D,T, JT) < Q for points x strictly between i2 and W = h, in R 
provided -(3/4k) < W(x) < (412)-l. 
We see that the convexity of the T-curves changes as they cross the level 
curve W = -(3/4k), unlike the situation in the H&non-Heiles potential. 
This will introduce a complication in the verification of Hypothesis 5 below 
and forces us to use a different proof for Hypothesis 4 than was used for the 
Hknon-Heiles potential. 
Let V(X) = kx,‘x,“. Then a direct computation gives 
T = (A + 8k2x,“x,2)x + 21’, , 
where X = det(WX,) is given above. Thus, 
(T, (0, 1)) = ~~(1 - 2kxz2 - ~R”x~%,~) < 0 for sg > (2k)-lp; 
(T, (1, 0)) = q( 1 - 2kx,” - 4K”xl”x,2) > 0 for x1 < -(2k)-I/“. 
Strictly between ;2 and W = h, we see that T is never vertical, and therefore 
the T-curves have slopes that in magnitude are less than that of W = h, , 
where the slopes are measured relative to the axis A. By the same arguments 
that conclude the verification of Hypothesis 4 for rhe H&on-Heiles potential, 
we are done. 
Hypothesis 5. A direct computation gives that 
D,T = BT + Cx, 
where 
and 
B = (2h + 2 + 8k%;“x,2) 
Thus, 
c = (412)2(W - (4k)-l)[(W - (4/+-l) + k-l]. 
and the factor F, of Section 3 can now be written 
F, = [(3h - B)(h - W) + T(W)]<T, Ju) - C(h - W)<x, Jz+ 
By the same argument as in Hypothesis 4 above, we see that (T, Juj > O’and 
(N, Ju) < 0 in the region R - (P> between and including B and W =$0 , 
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and, by the convexity of the T-curves, both inner products maintain their 
respective signs as we proceed towards P. Since (h - IV) > 0 in this region, 
we need only verify that the coefficient of (T, Jui is negative and C < 0. As 
(3X - B) = (-1 - 2k / x 1” - 20&S.. v1axs2) < 0 and (h - A,) > 0, it suffices 
to show that E = ((3h - B>(?+, - IV) + T(W)] < 0, where h, = (4k)-1. 
A direct calculation gives 
E = -4h(h, - W)% < 0. 
Thus F, < 0, as required, in the region R - {P) between and deluding A 
and W = he , provided C < 0. This latter condition is satisfied for points x 
with --(3/4/z) < W(x) < (4k)-1. The level curve W = -(3/4k) intersects A 
at the point N = (3/2K)l/“(- 1, l), and our theory applies provided M is to 
the right of or on the line perpendicular to A at iV. This requirement forcef 
the periodic orbit to be in the region where we can show F, < 0. &I itsels 
will intersect N when the energy h = (9/4k). Thus, Theorem 1.1 applies 
when (4k)-1 = k, < h < (9/4k) t o s h ow that the periodic orbit I7 is unstable 
and is the only bounded orbit staying in R u iT for all time. By the values of the 
acceleration field -IV,, to the left of M, and between L u E and G u G, 
this conclusion about II actually applies to the entire region in the leg to the 
left of and including G u G. By symmetry the other three legs also have 
isolated unstable periodic orbits. 
It is to be noted that our bounds on h cannot be improved by 
writing <T, Jzl> = (X + 8~~~2~~z){x, Ju> + 2(V,, &), since (F%, J@> can 
be negative. 
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